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Abstract

Past research on scale unit effect suggests that consumers 

tend to perceive the same quality difference as larger on scales 

that have many units than scales with fewer units. However, its 

exact application in online ratings has not been discussed 

before. Across two studies, this research posits and 

demonstrates that when evaluating material purchases in rating 

scales with a higher number of units, consumers are willing to 

pay more for above-average options; however, this effect 

disappears when evaluating experiential purchases. Therefore, 

purchase type moderates the scale unit effect on product 

evaluations in the context of average ratings. 

BACKGROUND

- Consumer Reports rates cars along six attributes described 

on 5-point sales, but the overall test score is expressed on 

a 100-point scale. 

- Past research suggests that consumers tend to perceive 

the same quality difference as larger on scales that have 

many units than scales with fewer units (Burson, Larrick, & 

Lynch, 2009; Pandelaere, Briers, & Lembregts, 2011).

- If companies such as Amazon (dominated by material 

products) and Trip Advisor (dominated by experiential 

products) switched their 5-star ratings to a 100-point scale, 

would the scale unit difference affect product evaluations in 

the same way? 

- Customer reviews are helpful when the content could 

predict the focal consumer’s evaluation of a purchase 

option. Material products are mass-produced to be identical 

and thus the evaluations are expected to be homogeneous 

(Dai, Chan, & Mogilner, 2020). In contrast, life experiences 

are unique to a particular time and person and thus others’ 

evaluations are less likely to provide advice for the focal 

consumer (Yaniv, Choshen-Hillel, & Milyavsky, 2011).

- Because consumers can assess material products based 

on average ratings but have difficulty forecasting one’s 

experiential purchases based on others’ ratings, we expect 

the perception of quality difference to change less across 

rating scales when evaluating experiential goods rather 

than material goods.

STUDY 1 (n=128)

Research Design: 

2 (scale unit: contracted vs. expanded) x  

2 (purchase type: material vs. experiential) 

between-subjects design

Stimuli: target brand evaluated relative to an ‘average brand’ (also presented) on 

5-point scale (contracted) or 100-point scale (expanded); target brand was either 

a material (ice cream maker) or an experiential product (trip to ice cream shop).

DV:  Willingness-to-Pay (0 = 100% of the average option’s price, 10 = 200% of 

the average option’s price)

Results:  A two-way ANOVA on WTP showed a significant interaction between 

scale unit and purchase type (F(1, 124) = 3.82, p = .053) (see Figure 1)

STUDY 2 (n=170)

Research Design: see above

Stimuli: target brand evaluated to an ‘average brand’ on a contracted (vs. 

expanded scale); target brand was either an espresso machine (material product) 

or a cooking class (experiential product). 

Mediator: Perceived Difference

DV: Willingness-to-Pay 

Results: 

1. Replicated study 1 results. A two-way ANOVA showed a significant interaction 

between scale unit and purchase type (F(1, 160) = 4.68, p = .032) (see Figure 2). 

2. Perceived difference between the target brand and the average brand 

mediated the effect of scale units on WTP (see ‘Study 2 continued’ section). 

RESULTS STUDY 1

Figure 1 – Impact of Scale Unit and Purchase Type on Willingness-to-Pay 

Material product (ice cream maker) Experiential product (trip to ice cream shop)

RESULTS STUDY 2

Figure 2 – Impact of Scale Unit and Purchase Type on Willingness-to-Pay 

Material product (espresso machine) Experiential product (cooking class)
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STUDY 2 (continued)

A PROCESS Model 8 was run (IV = coding of scale unit, Mo = coding of purchase type, Me = 

perceived difference, DV = WTP). Results showed a significant moderated mediation index (95% 

CI [.12, 7.07]). Specifically, in the espresso machine condition, there was a significant positive 

indirect effect of 100-point (vs. 5-point) scales on WTP through perceived product difference (95% 

CI [.25, 5.81]); however, in the cooking class condition, the indirect effect was diminished (95% CI 

[-2.80, 1.62]). 


